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A flair for the extraordinary; a design
aesthetic that is contemporary and minimalist
and technology that brings it alive, flawlessly.

Artize products are conceived by globally
renowned designers who use Artize’s
‘craftsmanship’ approach to creating objects
rooted in nature and top-notch design
sensibility Inspired by this magical touch of art,
the luxury lifestyle/wellness - brand Artize aims
to create inspiring artful spaces in an area one
rarely associates with the word ‘ART’ – the
bathroom. This thinking has resulted in many
achievements for the Artize brand, including
winning the prestigious Red Dot, Good Design
and IF design awards, among others.

Artize is a classic blend of unique designs,
minimalistic shapes, and meticulous finishes
that sets new benchmarks in redefining the
landscape of luxury bathrooms. Born From Art,
as the name suggests, Artize is set to redefine
the ‘form’ that one is used to in a typical
bathroom space. Connoisseurs of beauty and
art around the world can look forward to
inspiring designs that shed the old garb of ‘what

one knows’ and move to a unique experience of
‘what one sees’ - never for a moment appearing
ordinary or mundane every day. An artistic
representation of exquisite craftsmanship that
inspires, transforms, and delights. Artize is a
luxury brand from Jaquar Group, Jaquar group
is a leading complete bathroom and lighting
solutions global brand present across 55
countries.

Being creators of art ourselves, we cater to
design connoisseurs around the globe.
Consequently, our bathroom products are not
only designed to surpass the highest standards
of luxury, quality,and perfection but also seek
inspiration from high art ranging across forms,
time, and borders.
While an eye-catching piece of art does seem
like the ideal way to add character to your
bathroom, why should your bath fittings be any
less than works of art? Beauty and functionality
mingle at every turn in each Artize offering.

The result - an elevated bathroom experience
where art and technology co-exist.

BORN FROM ART
A luxury bath brand,

www.artize.com

VIC
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“Artize creates luxury products that push
aesthetic, form and functionalities. As designers
we infuse beauty in everyday objects,
transforming a routine experience into a truly
special one: embedding art in daily life.
Together, our aim was to design an authentic
and timeless collection, able to adapt to
prestigious contemporary bathrooms as well as
to exclusive retro atmospheres.

VIC collection is a fusion of contemporary
and classic design. We live in a world that is
looking eagerly at the future and yet longing its
past. People nowadays are focused on
innovation and technology and at the same
time are fascinated and comforted by heritage
and tradition. With that thought in mind, we
looked back at a period in which a more lyrical
and detailed aesthetic was the norm: VIC is a
unique mix of the essential and minimalistic
soul of modernism, and the elegant and rich
soul of classicism.

VIC collection is sober and elegant, yet at
the same time aristocratic and exclusive. It is
not a revival of a style but a new equilibrium
between old and new, which is completely
unique. We call it modern neo-classic.

The very same creative idea is applied to the
whole VIC collection: pure lines and
understated shapes are combined with
decorative refined details. The design of the
ceramic collection is based on essential
geometries, perfect circles and straight lines, but
the detailing is transforming a modern shape
into a sophisticated object. The simplicity of the
faucet spout and body contrasts with the
detailed aesthetic of the classic handles and
flanges. Each item in VIC collection echoes and
complements one another, to create an
immersive and holistic bathing experience.”

Claudia Danelon & Federico Meroni

MODERN NEO-CLASSIC
VIC
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1X

Standard coating

Standard coating

Standard coating

Standard coating

DURABILITY

HARDNESS

ANTI CORROSIVE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SAFETY

Artize PVD

Artize PVD

Artize PVD

Artize PVD

10X

VIC in
Gold Bright PVD (GBP)

VIC in
Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)

THE POWER OF PVD
Finishing technology

PVD coatings (Physical Vapor Deposition) are superficial metal coatings in the form
of extremely thin films, deposited with highly innovative technologies. Artize’s PVD
techniques are made to last forever.



Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)

Black Chrome (BCH)

Chrome (CHR)

Black Matt (BLM)
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Artize introduces colours. Hues so
special, they are the perfect match
to any refined taste. Each a perfect
balance of design, quality,
production standards, technology
and precision. Vic’s range of
finishes give very different aesthetic
results: design-oriented and
minimal in black, classic but
original in chrome, prestigious and
aristocratic in gold.

Gold Bright PVD (GBP)
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Claudia Danelon and Federico Meroni are DanelonMeroni Design Studio.
They have designed Red Dot and Good Design award winning collections for Artize,
enhancing the brand vision to deliver daily pleasure through art and innovation.
Their work is the finely balanced result of creativity and pragmatism, aimed at
triggering emotions while creating durable products designed to perform and last.
Claudia and Federico love working with water, shaping its behaviour and thinking
about the positive impact it has on our daily life.

DanelonMeroni
The designers
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DanelonMeroni Design Studio
partnered with Artize to curate 3

different interior moods with
unique architectural features,

materials and VIC finishes to show
the collection flexibility and

modern neo-classic adaptiveness.
Enjoy.



eclectic
Classic inspiration is brought right up to date with details and
materials. Elegant design and precious details are the features of
Vic collection, which is perfect either for classic or more
contemporary interiors. The black matt is a smooth and tactile
finish, able to adapt to timeless architectural atmospheres. Black
is not just a colour, it is a symbol of style, charm and refinement,
Black is poetic, as painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir said: black is the
queen of all colours.

1918

VIC
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“VIC achieves
the perfect
equilibrium
between past
and present.”

Seen here: single lever basin mixer
faucet in Black Matt (BLM) finish.
Semi-recessed rectangular ceramic
basin 60cm.
On the previous page: overhead
round shower, thermostatic shower
mixer and hand shower.
Free -standing acrylic bathtub with
wall mounted exposed bath mixer
with hand shower. Single lever basin
mixer faucets and semi-recessed
rectangular ceramic basins 60cm.

2322

VIC
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Seen here: single lever basin mixer
faucet. Rectangular ceramic basin
70cm and ceramic wall-hung WC
with control plate. Toilet brush
holder, toilet paper holder, glass shelf,
ring towel holder. All faucets and
accessories in Chrome (CHR) finish.

On the next page: wall-hung ceramic
WC and bidet. Single lever bidet mixer
faucet. Toilet brush holder, toilet
paper holder, soap dispenser with
towel holder Vic control plate.
Below: single lever basin mixer faucet.
Wall-hung ceramic basin 70cm.
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Seen here: single lever high neck basin mixer faucet. Table
top round ceramic basin 40cm. Single towel rail 60cm long,
Soap dispenser and tumbler. Chrome f(CHR) inish.

On the left: overhead round shower,
thermostatic shower mixer, hand
shower with coordinated hook.
Chrome (CHR) finish.



AVANTGARDE
Vic design began from pure geometric shapes and enriched
by exclusive and retro details to create an aristocratic line
with broad appeal that is particularly wellsuited to the
world of architecture. The precious Blush Gold PVD finish
reflects the nuances of nature, with the energy of the reds it
gives light and adds an accent to every space.

2928
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Seen here: 3-hole bath filller with
hand shower. Blush Gold Bright PVD
(BGP) finish.
On the right: 3-hole basin mixer
faucet. Semi-recessed ceramic oval
basin 55cm. Free -standing acrylic
bathtub. Wall mounted exposed
bath mixer with hand hand shower.

On the previous page: free -standing
acrylic bathtub. Wall mounted
ceramic basin 70 cm with pedestal.
3-hole basin mixer faucet.
Floor standing ceramic bidet with
single lever bidet mixer faucet. Floor
standing close-coupled ceramic WC.
All brassware in Blush Gold Bright PVD
(BGP) finish.

3332

VIC



“the pleasure of the
finest quality in the
smallest detailS”

Seen here: semi-recessed ceramic oval basin 55cm. 3-hole basin mixer faucet in
Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP) finish. On the left: wall mounted 3-hole basin mixer
faucet.

3534
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On the left: wall mouted
single lever basin mixer
faucet. Swivel towel holder
twin type.
Below: free -standing acrylic
bathtub. White drain.
Bathtub filler in Blush Gold
Bright PVD (BGP) finish.
On the right: wall mounted
ceramic basin 70 cm with
pedestal. 3-hole basin
mixer faucet. Floor
standing close-coupled
ceramic WC. Shower pipe
with hand shower.
Ring towel holder, single
towel holder 60cm, towel
rack with lower hanger,
glass shelf, toilet roll holder,
toilet brush holder.
Faucets and accessoriers in
Black Chrome (BCH) finish.

3736
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Introducing Vic Rainjoy
overhead showers, available
with our best wellness
functions: Rain, Intense,
Waterfall and Mist. On the
left: VIC concealed
thermostatic control unit
for 4 or 5 outlets. Get full
control of your complete
shower set.
Black Chrome finish.



CLASSIC
Fusion between the contemporary refinement and the elegance
of the past. The original imprinting of victorian details mixed
with modern shapes and proportions, make Vic a great timeless
classic in the bathroom and offers versatility thanks to its
enriched purity. Vic dressed in gold bright PVD finish creates an
extremely warm and luxurios atmosphere.

4140

VIC



On the left: rectangular ceramic basin
100cm with single lever basin mixer
faucet in Gold Bright PVD (GBP) finish.

Below: 3-hole basin mixer faucet.
Rectangular ceramic basin 70cm.
Single towel rail 60cm. Soap dish
and tumbler. Faucet and accessories
in Gold Bright PVD (GBP) finish.

4342
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On the left: rectangular ceramic basin
100cm with with metal frame consolle.
Single lever basin mixer faucet in
Chrome (CHR) finish. Glass shelf.

Seen here: floor standing close-
coupled ceramic WC. Toilet Brush
holder, toilet roll holder with flap.
Chrome (CHR) finish.
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Seen here: free -standing acrylic
bathtub. White drain. Table top round
ceramic basin 40cm. Wall mounted
single lever basin mixer faucet in Gold
Bright PVD (GBP) finish.
On the right: wall mounted single
lever basin mixer faucet in gold bright

PVD finish. Table top round ceramic
basin 40cm. Drain in the same finish.
On the next page: semi-recessed
ceramic oval basin 55cm. Wall
mounted 3-hole basin mixer faucet in
Gold Bright PVD finish.

4746
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“As designers, we
infuse beauty in

everyday objects:
embedding art
in daily life.”

4948
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Gold Bright PVD (GBP)

www.artize.com

VIC
Gold Bright PVD

(GBP)
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VIC-GBP-503011B

Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-GBP-503231K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
basin mixer wall mounted
consisting of operating lever,
nipple, spout & two wall flanges
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503231C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503009B

Single lever tall boy without
popup waste system with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-GBP-503213B

Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer
with popup waste System with
375mm long braided hoses

VIC-GBP-503065K

Exposed parts kit of single Lever
diverter consisting of operating
lever, wall flange (with seals) &
button only (compatible
concealed part VIC-503065C is
sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503139K

Exposed parts kit of single Lever
shower mixer consisting of
operating lever, wall flange with
seal (compatible concealed part
VIC-503139C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503189

3 - hole basin mixer without
popup waste system

VIC-GBP-503433K

Exposed part kit of two concealed stop
cocks with two operating lever & basin
spout with wall flanges (compatible
concealed part ALA-509433 is sold
separately)

VIC-GBP-503121K

Exposed parts of floor mounted
single lever bath mixer with
provision for hand shower,
without hand shower & shower
hose (compatible concealed
part ALA-509121 is sold
separately)

VIC-GBP-503275

H type bath and shower mixer
(without shower & shower hose)

VIC-GBP-503215

Shower mixer with provision
for connection to
exposed shower pipe
(VIC-5031211 & VIC-503555)
& hand shower, wall mounted

VIC-GBP-503267

Wall mixer with provision for
hand shower arrangement with
connecting legs, wall flanges &
wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-GBP-503277

4-hole bath tub mixer with 2 control
cocks, spout & hand shower with 8mm
dia & 1.5M flexible tube

Gold Bright PVD (GBP)
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VIC-GBP-503681K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503681C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503683K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503683C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503687K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509687C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503685K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509685C is sold separately)

VIC-GBP-503041

2 way bib cock with wall flange

VIC-GBP-503053

Angular stop cock with wall flange

SPT-GBP-503463

VIC bathtub spout with
button attachment for hand
shower with wall flange

SPT-GBP-503429

VIC bathtub spout with wall flange

VIC-GBP-503859

VIC overhead shower
300mm round shape AISI
304 stainless steel

VIC-GBP-503483

Vic shower arm 450mm long

VIC-GBP-503839

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, Water fall

VIC-GBP-503845

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, 4X Mist

VIC-GBP-503537

VIC hand shower 100mm
round shape single flow
with Rubit Cleaning System

VIC-GBP-503555

Vic wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-GBP-503566

VIC wall outlet with shower hook

VIC-GBP-5031211

Exposed shower pipe L-Type
in round shape 20mm, size
1120X410mm (for connecting
overhead shower)

Gold Bright PVD (GBP)
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ACP-GBP-5032505PD

VIC pneumatic control plate

AVC-GBP-503711

Single towel rail 600mm long

AVC-GBP-503721

Towel ring

AVC-GBP-503771

Glass shelf 600mm long

AVC-GBP-503741

Tumbler holder (frosted glass)

AVC-GBP-503745

Towel holder with tumbler
(frosted glass)

AVC-GBP-503739

Towel holder with soap dispenser
(frosted glass)

AVC-GBP-503731

Soap dish holder (frosted glass)

AVC-GBP-503781

Towel rack 600mm long with
Lower Hanger

VIC-GBP-503231C

Concealed body for single lever
wall mounted basin mixer
(Without Exposed Parts)

COMPATIBLE CONCEALED PARTS

VIC-GBP-503139C

Concealed body of single lever shower
mixer (without exposed parts)

VIC-GBP-503065C

Concealed body of single lever diverter
with 40mm cartridge & button
assembly (without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509121

Concealed body of floor mounted single
lever bath mixer (without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509433

Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
200mm centre (without exposed parts)

AVC-GBP-503761

Double robe hook

AVC-GBP-503753
Toilet roll holder with flap

VIC-CHR-503681C

Concealed body of thermostatic shower
mixer with 2-way diverter (without
exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503683C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509687C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509685C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

Gold Bright PVD (GBP)
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Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)

www.artize.com

VIC
Blush Gold Bright

PVD (BGP)
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VIC-BGP-503011B

Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BGP-503231K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
basin mixer wall mounted
consisting of operating lever,
nipple, spout & two wall flanges
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503231C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503009B

Single lever tall boy without
popup waste system with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BGP-503213B

Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer
with popup waste system with
375mm long braided hoses

VIC-BGP-503189

3 - hole basin mixer without
popup waste system

VIC-BGP-503433K

Exposed part kit of two concealed stop
cocks with two operating lever & basin
spout with wall flanges (compatible
concealed part ALA-509433 is sold
separately)

VIC-BGP-503275

H type bath and shower mixer
(Without shower & shower hose)

VIC-BGP-503215

Shower mixer with provision
for connection to exposed
shower Pipe (VIC-5031211 &
VIC-503555) & hand shower,
wall mounted

VIC-BGP-503267

Wall mixer with provision for
hand shower arrangement with
connecting legs, wall flanges &
wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-BGP-503277

4-hole bath tub mixer with 2 control
cocks, spout & hand shower with 8mm
dia & 1.5M flexible tube

VIC-BGP-503139K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
shower mixer consisting of
operating lever, wall flange with
seal (compatible concealed part
VIC-503139C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503121K

Exposed parts of floor mounted
single lever bath mixer with
provision for hand shower,
without hand shower & shower
hose (compatible concealed
part ALA-509121 is sold
separately)

VIC-BGP-503065K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
diverter consisting of operating
lever, wall flange (with seals) &
button only (compatible
concealed part VIC-503065C is
sold separately)

Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)
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VIC-BGP-503681K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503681C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503683K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503683C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503687K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509687C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503685K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509685C is sold separately)

VIC-BGP-503041

2 way bib cock with wall flange

VIC-BGP-503053

Angular stop cock with wall flange

SPT-BGP-503463

VIC bathtub spout with
button attachment for hand
shower with wall flange

SPT-BGP-503429

VIC bathtub spout with wall flange

VIC-BGP-503859

VIC overhead shower
300mm round shape AISI
304 stainless steel

VIC-BGP-503483

Vic shower arm 450mm long

VIC-BGP-503839

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, Water fall

VIC-BGP-503845

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, 4X Mist

VIC-BGP-503537

VIC hand shower 100mm
round shape single flow
with Rubit Cleaning System

VIC-BGP-503555

Vic wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-BGP-503566

VIC wall outlet with shower hook

VIC-BGP-5031211

Exposed shower pipe L-Type
in round shape 20mm, size
1120X410mm (for connecting
overhead shower)

Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)
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ACP-BGP-5032505PD

VIC pneumatic control plate

AVC-BGP-503711

Single towel rail 600mm Long

AVC-BGP-503721

Towel ring

AVC-BGP-503771

Glass shelf 600mm Long

AVC-BGP-503741

Tumbler holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BGP-503745

Towel holder with tumbler
(frosted glass)

AVC-BGP-503739

Towel holder with soap dispenser
(frosted glass)

AVC-BGP-503731

Soap dish holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BGP-503781

Towel rack 600mm long with
lower hanger

AVC-BGP-503761

Double robe hook

AVC-BGP-503753

Toilet roll holder with flap

VIC-BGP-503231C

Concealed body for single lever
wall mounted basin mixer
(without exposed parts)

VIC-BGP-503139C

Concealed body of single lever shower
mixer (without exposed parts)

VIC-BGP-503065C

Concealed body of single lever diverter
with 40mm cartridge & button
assembly (without exposed parts)

COMPATIBLE CONCEALED PARTS

Blush Gold Bright PVD (BGP)

VIC-CHR-503681C

Concealed body of thermostatic shower
mixer with 2-way diverter (without
exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503683C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509687C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509685C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509121

Concealed body of floor mounted single
lever bath mixer (without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509433

Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
200mm centre (without exposed parts)
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Black Chrome (BCH)

www.artize.com

VIC
Black Chrome

(BCH)
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VIC-BCH-503011B

Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BCH-503231K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
basin mixer wall mounted
consisting of operating lever,
nipple, spout & two wall flanges
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503231C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503009B

Single lever tall boy without
popup waste system with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BCH-503213B

Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer
with popup waste system with
375mm long braided hoses

VIC-BCH-503189

3 - hole basin mixer without
popup waste system

VIC-BCH-503433K

Exposed Part Kit of two concealed stop
cocks with two operating lever & basin
spout with wall flanges (compatible
concealed part ALA-509433 is sold
separately)

VIC-BCH-503275

H type bath and shower mixer
(Without shower & shower hose)

VIC-BCH-503215

Shower mixer with provision
for connection to exposed
shower pipe (VIC-5031211 &
VIC-503555) & hand shower,
wall mounted

VIC-BCH-503267

Wall mixer with provision for
hand shower arrangement with
connecting legs, wall flanges &
wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-BCH-503277

4-hole bath tub mixer with 2 control
cocks, spout & hand shower with 8mm
dia & 1.5M flexible tube

VIC-BCH-503139K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
shower mixer consisting of
operating lever, wall flange with
seal (compatible concealed part
VIC-503139C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503121K

Exposed parts of floor mounted
single lever bath mixer with
provision for hand shower,
without hand shower & shower
hose (compatible concealed
part ALA-509121 is sold
separately)

VIC-BCH-503065K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
diverter consisting of operating
lever, wall flange (with seals) &
Button Only (compatible
concealed part VIC-503065C is
sold separately)

Black Chrome (BCH)
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VIC-BCH-503681K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503681C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503683K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503683C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503687K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509687C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503685K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509685C is sold separately)

VIC-BCH-503041

2 way bib cock with wall flange

VIC-BCH-503053

Angular stop cock with wall flange

SPT-BCH-503463

VIC bathtub spout with
button attachment for hand
shower with wall flange

SPT-BCH-503429

VIC bathtub spout with wall flange

VIC-BCH-503859

VIC overhead shower
300mm round shape AISI
304 stainless steel

VIC-BCH-503483

Vic shower arm 450mm long

VIC-BCH-503839

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, Water fall

VIC-BCH-503845

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, 4X Mist

VIC-BCH-503537

VIC hand shower 100mm
round shape single flow
with Rubit Cleaning System

VIC-BCH-503555

Vic wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-BCH-503566

VIC wall outlet with shower hook

VIC-BCH-5031211

Exposed shower pipe L-Type
in round shape 20mm, size
1120X410mm (for connecting
overhead shower)

Black Chrome (BCH)
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ACP-BCH-5032505

VIC pneumatic control plate

AVC-BCH-503711

Single towel rail 600mm Long

AVC-BCH-503721

Towel ring

AVC-BCH-503771

Glass shelf 600mm long

AVC-BCH-503741

Tumbler holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BCH-503745

Towel holder with tumbler
(frosted glass)

AVC-BCH-503739

Towel holder with soap dispenser
(frosted glass)

AVC-BCH-503731

Soap dish holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BCH-503781

Towel rack 600mm long with
lower hanger

AVC-BCH-503761

Double robe hook

AVC-BCH-503753

Toilet roll holder with flap

VIC-BCH-503231C

Concealed body for single lever
wall mounted basin mixer
(without exposed parts)

VIC-BCH-503139C

Concealed body of single lever shower
mixer (without exposed parts)

VIC-BCH-503065C

Concealed body of single lever diverter
with 40mm cartridge & button
assembly (without exposed parts)

COMPATIBLE CONCEALED PARTS

Black Chrome (BCH)

VIC-CHR-503681C

Concealed body of thermostatic shower
mixer with 2-way diverter (without
exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503683C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509687C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509685C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509121

Concealed body of floor mounted single
lever bath mixer (without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509433

Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
200mm centre (without exposed parts)
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Black Matt (BLM)
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VIC-BLM-503011B

Single lever basin mixer
without popup waste with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BLM-503231K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
basin mixer wall mounted
consisting of operating lever,
nipple, spout & two wall flanges
(Compatible concealed part
VIC-503231C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503009B

Single lever tall boy without
popup waste system with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-BLM-503213B

Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer
with popup waste system with
375mm long braided hoses

VIC-BLM-503189

3 - hole basin mixer without
popup waste system

VIC-BLM-503433K

Exposed part kit of two concealed stop
cocks with two operating lever & basin
spout with wall flanges (compatible
concealed Part ALA-509433 is sold
separately)

VIC-BLM-503275

H type bath and shower mixer
(Without shower & shower hose)

VIC-BLM-503215

Shower mixer with provision
for connection to exposed
shower pipe (VIC-5031211 &
VIC-503555) & hand shower,
wall mounted

VIC-BLM-503267

Wall mixer with provision for
hand shower arrangement with
connecting legs, wall flanges &
wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-BLM-503277

4-hole bath tub mixer with 2 control
cocks, spout & hand shower with 8mm
dia & 1.5M flexible tube

VIC-BLM-503139K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
shower mixer consisting of
operating lever, wall flange with
seal (compatible concealed part
VIC-503139C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503121K

Exposed parts of floor mounted
single lever bath mixer with
provision for hand shower,
without hand shower & shower
hose (compatible concealed
part ALA-509121 is sold
separately)

VIC-BLM-503065K

Exposed parts kit of single lever
diverter consisting of operating
lever, wall flange (with seals) &
Button Only (compatible
concealed part VIC-503065C is
sold separately)

Black Matt (BLM)
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VIC-BLM-503681K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503681C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503683K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
VIC-503683C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503687K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509687C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503685K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(compatible concealed part
ALA-509685C is sold separately)

VIC-BLM-503041

2 way bib cock with wall flange

VIC-BLM-503053

Angular stop cock with wall flange

SPT-BLM-503463

VIC bathtub spout with
button attachment for hand
shower with wall flange

SPT-BLM-503429

VIC bathtub spout with wall flange

VIC-BLM-503859

VIC overhead shower
300mm round shape AISI
304 stainless steel

VIC-BLM-503483

Vic Shower Arm 450mm Long

VIC-BLM-503839

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, Water fall

VIC-BLM-503845

VIC Rainjoy shower 500mm round
shape AISI 304 stainless steel, with
installation kit for false ceiling
3-functions: Rain, Intense, 4X Mist

VIC-BLM-503537

VIC hand shower 100mm
round shape single flow
with Rubit Cleaning System

VIC-BLM-503555

Vic Wall Bracket for Hand Shower

VIC-BLM-503566

VIC wall outlet with shower hook

VIC-BLM-5031211

Exposed shower pipe L-Type
in round shape 20mm, size
1120X410mm (for connecting
overhead shower)

Black Matt (BLM)

with installation kit for false ceiling
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ACP-BLM-5032505

VIC pneumatic control plate

AVC-BLM-503711

Single towel rail 600mm long

AVC-BLM-503721

Towel ring

AVC-BLM-503771

Glass shelf 600mm long

AVC-BLM-503741

Tumbler holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BLM-503745

Towel holder with tumbler
(frosted glass)

AVC-BLM-503739

Towel holder with soap dispenser
(frosted glass)

AVC-BLM-503731

Soap dish holder (frosted glass)

AVC-BLM-503781

Towel rack 600mm long with
lower hanger

AVC-BLM-503761

Double robe hook

AVC-BLM-503753

Toilet roll holder with flap

VIC-BLM-503231C

Concealed body for single lever
wall mounted basin mixer
(without exposed parts)

VIC-BLM-503139C

Concealed body of single lever shower
mixer (without exposed parts)

VIC-BLM-503065C

Concealed body of single lever diverter
with 40mm cartridge & button
assembly (without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503681C

Concealed body of thermostatic shower
mixer with 2-way diverter (without
exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503683C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509687C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509685C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509121

Concealed body of floor mounted single
lever bath mixer (without exposed parts)

ALA-CHR-509433

Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
200mm centre (without exposed parts)

COMPATIBLE CONCEALED PARTS

Black Matt (BLM)
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Chrome (CHR)

125

10
2

35°17
5

∅52

1/2"BSP

Cat. No.-VIC-503011B

150

22
0

35°

∅52

1/2"BSP

Cat. No.-VIC-503009B

29
4

VIC-CHR-503011B

Single lever basin mixer without popup waste with
450mm long braided hoses

VIC-CHR-503231K

Exposed parts kit of single lever basin mixer wall
mounted consisting of operating lever, nipple, spout
& two wall flanges (compatible concealed part
VIC-503231C is sold separately)

VIC-CHR-503009B

Single lever tall boy without popup waste system
with 450mm long braided hoses

VIC-CHR-503231C

Concealed body for single lever wall mounted basin
mixer (without exposed parts)

CAT.NO. VIC-503231C

1/
2"

 B
SP

58114

34

131

1/2" BSP

Protective cover

Concealed Body

M
IN

.3
0

M
AX

.6
0

Cat. No.-VIC-503231K

Min. 30
Max. 60

255

35°

Ø70

131

Inlet

Cat. No.-VIC-503231K

Min. 30
Max. 60

255

35°

Ø70

131

Inlet
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VIC-CHR-503213B

Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer with popup waste
system with 375mm long braided hoses

VIC-CHR-503065K

Exposed parts kit of single Lever diverter consisting of
operating lever, wall flange (with seals) & button only
(compatible concealed part VIC-503065C is sold
separately)

VIC-CHR-503139K

Exposed parts kit of single lever shower mixer consisting
of operating lever, wall flange with seal (compatible
concealed part VIC-503139C is sold separately)

VIC-CHR-503139C

Concealed body of single lever shower mixer
(without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503065C

Concealed body of single lever diverter with 40mm
cartridge & button assembly (without exposed parts)

∅52

1/2" BSP

1/2"BSP

Max. 180

∅63

1-1/4"BSP

Cat. No.-VIC-503213B

12
7

110

70
5°

CAT.NO.- VIC-503139C

28

1/2" BSP

55

1/2" BSP

Max. 60

Min. 30

15

28
1/2" BSP

12
7

1/2" BSP

33

CAT.NO. VIC-503065C

Concealed body

Plastic protective
cover

122

1/
2"

 B
SP

1/
2"

 B
SP

75
Min.42 ±2

Max.62 ±2

Cat. No.-VIC-503139K

Min. 30
Max. 60

Inlet
Ø70

115

CAT.NO. VIC-503065K (assembled)

Min.42
Max.62

125

Ø16
5

Inlet

Chrome (CHR)
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ALA-CHR-509121

Concealed body of floor mounted single lever bath mixer
(without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503189

3 - hole basin mixer without popup waste system

VIC-CHR-503433K

Exposed part kit of two concealed stop cocks with two operating
lever & basin spout with wall flanges (compatible concealed part
ALA-509433 is sold separately)

ALA-CHR-509433

Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
200mm centre (without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503121K

Exposed parts of floor mounted single lever bath mixer with provision for hand shower, without hand shower
& shower hose (compatible concealed part ALA-509121 is sold separately)

∅130

11
70

10
12

220

1
2" BSP

∅48

85
0

Cat. No.:-VIC-503121K

10050

175

200-250

17
5

M
ax

.3
0

∅34

1/2" BSP 1/2" BSP

∅34

∅28

28
2

Ø52 Ø52

80

CAT.NO. VIC-503189

1 2"
 B

SP
Co

ld
 In

le
t

1 2"
 B

SP
H

ot
 In

le
t

M
in

im
umM

ax
im

um

15

∅90

∅100

Cat. No.:-ALA-509121

Ø170

Ø8

FRONT

HOTCOLD

FRONT

200± 1

25
3

m
in

.3
0

m
ax

.6
0

Ø70

Inlet

35
°

Cat.No. VIC-503433K

Cat. No.-ALA-509433

265

1/
2"

BS
P

1/
2"

BS
P

35
 m

in
.

55
 m

ax
.

Chrome (CHR)
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200-250

M
ax

.3
0

1/2" BSP 1/2" BSP

Ø34

31
0

Ø52

80

15
3

220

Ø34

Cat. No.-VIC-503277

18
5

Ø52

Ø34

Ø60 Ø52

VIC-CHR-503275

H Type Bath and Shower Mixer
(Without Shower & Shower Hose)

VIC-CHR-503215

Shower Mixer with Provision for Connection
to Exposed Shower Pipe (VIC-5031211 & VIC-503555) &
Hand Shower, Wall Mounted

VIC-CHR-503267

Wall mixer with provision for hand shower
arrangement with connecting legs, wall flanges &
wall bracket for hand shower

VIC-CHR-503277

4-hole bath tub mixer with 2 control cocks, spout &
hand shower with 8mm dia & 1.5M flexible tube

150±10
1/2" BSP

Ø60

70

1/
2"

 B
SP

19
2

35
°

CAT.NO. VIC-503267

25

80

Ø60

150±10
1/2" BSP

Ø60

70

1/
2"

 B
SP

19
2

35
°

CAT.NO. VIC-503267

25

80

Ø60

3/4" BSP

Ø60

50

180

13
6

12
2

35°

50

Cat. No.VIC-503275

1
2"BSP

20

1/2" BSP

Ø60

1/2"BSP

13
0

30

72

52

CAT.NO. VIC-503215

3/
4"

 B
SP

25

150±10

3/4" BSP

Chrome (CHR)
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VIC-CHR-503681K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible concealed part VIC-503681C is sold separately)

VIC-CHR-503681C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503683K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic shower mixer with
3-way diverter (compatible concealed part
VIC-503683C is sold separately)

VIC-CHR-503683C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

Ø21
5

I III

OFF

38°

+

Min. 60
Max. 80

INLET

CAT.NO. VIC-503683K

45

Min. 60
Max. 80

80

3/4
"B

SP

150

3
4"

 B
SP

 O
ut

le
t (

III
)

3
4" BSP Outlet (II)

3
4"

 B
SP

 O
ut

le
t (

I)

CAT.NO. VIC-503683C

45

Min. 60
Max. 80

80

3/4
"B

SP

150

3
4"

 B
SP

3
4"

 B
SP

CAT.NO. VIC-503681C

CAT.NO. VIC-503681K

Min. 60
Max. 80

Ø21
5

I II

38°

+
INLET

Chrome (CHR)
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ALA-CHR-509687C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503687K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic shower mixer with 5-way diverter
(compatible concealed part ALA-509687C is sold separately)

ALA-CHR-509685C

Concealed body of thermostatic
shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(without exposed parts)

VIC-CHR-503685K

Exposed part kit of thermostatic shower mixer with 4-way diverter
(compatible concealed part ALA-509685C is sold separately)

Cat. No.-VIC-503685K

Min. 60
Max. 80

29
0

105

38°
+

OFF

Inlet

I

II III

IV

Cat. No.-VIC-503687K

Min. 60
Max. 80

29
0

105

38°
+

I

II IV

OFF

V

Inlet
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3
4" BSP Outlet (II)

3 4"
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)
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3 4"
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d 
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t

PLUG

3
4" BSP Outlet (III)

3 4"
 B

SP
 O

ut
le

t (
I)

Min. 60
Max. 8038

Tile adjustment

Protective cover

Plastic
Protective cover

Minimum
Maximum

Cat. No.-ALA-509685C

Min. 60
Max. 8038

Tile adjustment

Protective cover

Plastic
Protective cover

Minimum
Maximum

30
8

3 4"
 B

SP
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ut
le

t (
I)

3
4" BSP Outlet (II)

3 4"
 B
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ut
le

t (
V)
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3 4" BSP Outlet (III)

3 4"
 B

SP
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 In

le
t

3 4"
 B

SP
 C

ol
d 

In
le

t

PLUG

Cat. No.-ALA-509687C

Chrome (CHR)
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VIC-CHR-503041

2 way bib cock with wall flange

VIC-CHR-503053

Angular stop cock with wall flange

SPT-CHR-503463

VIC bathtub spout with button attachment for hand
shower with wall flange

SPT-CHR-503429

VIC bathtub spout with wall flange

1/
2"

BS
P

140

35
°

Ø
60

55

25

1/2"BSP

CAT.NO. VIC-503041

Cat. No.-VIC-503053

1 2"
 B

SP

25

Ø
60

35

1
2" BSP

95
40

1/2" BSP

192 35°

Ø
70

25

1/
2"

BS
P

CAT.NO. SPT-503463

192 35°

Ø
70

25

1/
2"

BS
P

CAT.NO. SPT-503429

Chrome (CHR)
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VIC-CHR-503859

Overhead shower 300mm round shape AISI 304
stainless steel

VIC-CHR-503483

Vic Shower Arm 450mm Long

VIC-CHR-503839SH

Vic Rainjoy Shower 500mm Round Shape, AISI 304 stainless steel
without installation kit for false ceiling - 3-functions: Rain, Intense & Water fall

VIC-CHR-503845BR
False ceiling installation kit for Vic Rainjoy Shower 500mm consisting of
1 Bracket, 4 Anchors, 4 Stud bolts, 12 Hex nuts (Compatible with VIC-503845SH & VIC-503839SH)

VIC-CHR-503845SH

Vic Rainjoy Shower 500mm Round Shape, AISI 304 stainless steel
without installation kit for false ceiling - 3-functions: Rain, Intense & 4 X Mist

VIC-CHR-503845BR
False ceiling installation kit for Vic Rainjoy Shower 500mm consisting of
1 Bracket, 4 Anchors, 4 Stud bolts, 12 Hex nuts (Compatible with VIC-503845SH & VIC-503839SH)

CAT.NO. VIC-503859

1
2" BSP

Ø300

45
.5

CAT.NO. VIC-503845

20

1
2" BSP

Ø500

CAT.NO. VIC-503839

20

Ø500

CAT.NO. VIC- 503483

445

1/2" BSP

Ø
60

1/
2"

 B
SP

20

Chrome (CHR)
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VIC-CHR-503537

VIC hand shower 100mm round shape single flow
with Rubit Cleaning System

VIC-CHR-503555

Vic Wall Bracket for Hand Shower

VIC-CHR-503566

VIC wall outlet with shower hook

VIC-CHR-5031211

Exposed shower pipe L-Type in round shape 20mm, size 1120X410mm (for connecting overhead shower)

CAT.NO. VIC-503537

1/2" BSP

18
3

Ø
10

0

80

Cat. No.-VIC-503555

Ø
60

80

Cat. No.-VIC-503566

1/2" BSP

1/
2"

 B
SP

25

Ø
60

35

1
2" BSP

∅6
0

10
50

350

3
4" BSP

∅20

MIn. 62
Max. 70

CAT.NO. VIC-5031211

Chrome (CHR)
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ACP-CHR-5032505

VIC pneumatic control plate

AVC-CHR-503711

Single towel rail 600mm long

AVC-CHR-503721

Towel ring

AVC-CHR-503771

Glass shelf 600mm long

CAT.NO. AVC-503711

600

Ø52

80

CAT.NO. AVC-503771

500
Ø52

10
0 12

2

600

CAT.NO. VIC-503721
80

Ø197

Ø
52

Ø11

Chrome (CHR)

236

52

15
2

14
5

228.5
23.5

9.0

55

5

Ø31,6

ACP-5032505 VIC Pneumatic Control Plate
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AVC-CHR-503741

Tumbler holder (frosted glass)

AVC-CHR-503745

Towel holder with tumbler (frosted glass)

AVC-CHR-503731

Soap dish holder (frosted glass)

Ø70

85

Ø
52

72

CAT.NO. VIC-503741

CAT.NO. VIC-503731

Ø52

72

Ø110

72

Ø70

85

Ø
52

CAT.NO. VIC-503745

278 55

72

Chrome (CHR)

Available in all 5 colours

AVC-CHR-503783

Stainless steel frame for wall hung basin
with towel rail and rack (compatible with
VCS-WHT-503803)

825

42
5

85
10

2
4 

B
A

R
S

 C
/C

825

10
0

18
0

41
0

84
0

74
0

25
0

FL.LVL

18
0

41
0

25
0

84
0

425
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AVC-CHR-503781

Towel rack 600mm long with lower hanger

AVC-CHR-503761

Double robe hook

CAT.NO. VIC-503761

Ø52

35

67

600

Ø52

23
5

75

CAT.NO. AVC-503781

AVC-CHR-503753

Toilet roll holder with flap

CAT.NO. VIC-503753

Ø
52

72

10
2

136

Chrome (CHR)

AVC-CHR-503739

Towel holder with soap dispenser (frosted glass)

Ø70

85

Ø
52

CAT.NO. VIC-503739

278 55

72
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VCS-WHT-503301

Full pedestal for VCS-WHT-503801
Size: 210x180x700 mm

VCS-WHT-503601

Counter top basin.
Size: 600x460x170 mm
Shape: rectangular

VCS-WHT-503601W3TH

Counter top basin with 3 tap hole
Size: 600x460x170 mm
Shape: rectangular

VCS-WHT-503901

Table top basin.
Size: 410x410x130 mm
Shape: round

VCS-WHT-503801

Wall hung basin with fixing accessories
Size: 700x510x180 mm

VCS-WHT-503801W3TH

Wall hung basin with 3 tap hole and fixing accessories
Size: 700x510x180 mm

30
 x

 2
0 

m
m

Ceramics

30 x 20 mm

30 x 20 mm
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VIC

VCS-WHT-503603

Counter top basin
Size: 560x390x155 mm
Shape: oval

VCS-WHT-503701

Under counter basin with fixing accessories
Size: 580x410x160 mm
Shape: oval

VCS-WHT-503803

Wall hung console basin with fixing accessories
Size: 1000x510x180 mm

Ceramics

VCS-WHT-503803W3TH

Wall hung console basin with three tap hole and fixing accessories
Size: 1000x510x180 mm
Shape: rectangular

510

150

Ø73
Ø35

Ø45

C

20
280

30
180

56

1000

410

580

Ø73

160

Ø45

390

560

A
A

155

Ø73

Ø45
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VCS-WHT-503953BIUFSM

Rimless wall hung WC with UF soft close slim seat cover, hinges, accessories set
Size: 560x370x345 mm

VCS-WHT-503753P180UFSMZ

Rimless Bowl With Cistern For Coupled WC, UF Soft Close Slim Seat Cover, Hinges,
Dual Flush Cistern Fitting With Back Inlet, Fixing Accessories, Accessories Set, Size:
660x380x800 mm, P Trap- 180 mm

VCS-WHT-503153

Blind Installation Wall Hung Bidet With Accessories
Set, Size: 560x370x320 mm

Ceramics

660

140
220

150

455

Ø16
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0
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0

41
0

80
0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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ABT-WHT-FSBTVC5001

1800x800x485/610 mm free standing
bathtub with chrome overflow and
waste

AWL-WHT-FSBTVC5001OX

1800x800x485/610 mm free standing
bathtub with oxypool system

Wellness

1800

1150

80
0

50
0

1800

1610

48
5

75

61
0

1800

800

610

800

1800

1150

600

48
5

61
0

80
0

75

800

800

1800

550

95
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BORN FROM ART

The epitome of artistic luxury.
Created by and for design connoisseurs.

With art-inspired shapes, minimalistic forms,
and meticulous finishes, a new era in

bathroom luxury is here.

Brought to you by Artize,
a luxury bath brand that is BornFromArt.



www.artize.com

VIC


